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Abstract-s-A new approximate method for finding optimal or near optimal solutions to the fixed
charge problem is described. It is very rapid. compared with previous methods and achieves results
which are at least as good or better than previously published results. The method is useful in its
own right. However. it will also form the basis for the development of an exact solution method to
be described in subsequent work,
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper is the first in a series whose intent it is to devise effective computational schemes
for fixed charge problems, In particular, this paper deals with a simple new approach to
finding a rapid approximate solution to the fixed charge problem, There are two reasons
for being interested in such a method, Firstly because for the overwhelming majority of
problems it will find the optimal solution, and in the remaining cases, a solution within a
few per cent of optimal. Hence it is of interest in its own right Second the solution obtained
by the approximate method could be used by an exact "global" procedure which tests in
some way, successive candidates for optimality, This latter procedure will hopefully be
explored in subsequent reports,
The fixed charge problem can be conveniently stated as:
Min z = c'x + d'y
Ax = b
x=O
Yj = {a, x j = °
1, x. > °
.I
where c, x, d, yare n-vectors, b is an m-vector and A is an (m x n) matrix,
It is well known[lJ that the optimal solution to equations (1) lies at an extreme point
of the convex setS = (xlAx = b,x Z O}, This is a consequence ofthefactthat z = c'x + d'y
is a concave function, An explicit proof of this is given by Cooper and Drebes[2]. Hence
solution methods may confine their search to the extreme points of the set S,
Previous work on approximate methods for solving fixed charge problems has been
done by Cooper and Drebes[2], Denzler[3], Cooper and Olson[4] and Steinberg[5,6].
Most of this previous work achieved varying degrees of success in terms of time to obtain
a solution and whether or not the solution obtained was optimal. The calculations of
Cooper ('I al.[2,4J and Denzler[5J were done on the same set of test problems as is the
work of this report Hence direct comparisons can be made,
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II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Since the solution to the fixed charge problem given by equation (1) lies at an extreme
point of the set S = {xlAx = b, x ;:::: O}, it is tempting to use adjacent extreme point
methodology to try to find local optima. It is well known (see [7J) that it is possible to
formulate a problem in which every extreme point will be a local optimum. Denzler[3J
used this approach to move from one extreme point to an adjacent extreme point, using
standard simplex linear programming methodology for seeking a new value of the objective
function i < z by choosing a vector to enter the basis at each iteration that would minimize:
(2)
In equation (2) XBr is the value of the rth basic variable, Yr. is the pivot element in the simplex
tableau in which b, is being replaced in the basis by ak : It should be noted that a. is chosen
so that:
i = z + xBr(c. - z.) + (d. - dBr) « z.
Yr.
(3)
The difficulty with the Denzler approach is that it rapidly reaches a local optimum, which
may be far from the global minimum.
Let us now consider the possibility of some alternatives or additions to the basic notion
of moving from one extreme point of S to an adjacent extreme point. If we continue to
try to move from some given extreme point to some other extreme point, changing one
vector at a time via the simplex pivoting operation, we need to employ other criteria than
the one given by minimizing equation (2). Cooper and Drebes [2J did just this sort of thing.
The results were quite good but the calculation was relatively time consuming. Assuming
that it still makes sense to consider as the potential set of solutions the extreme point of S,
we need a methodology and rationale to move to extreme points other than adjacent
extreme points. Within the general framework of simplex pivoting, the following theorem
may give us some guidance.
m
Theorem: If b., i = 1,2, ... , m form a set of basis vectors for Em and a j = I (ijbi ,
i= I
j = 1, 2, ... ,p ~ m, then the set:
Q = {aj,j = 1,2, ... ,p /\ bi,i = P + I.p + 2•...• mJ
provide a basis for Em if the determinant of the matrix r = III'ijll is not zero, i.e. det Ilfijll -# O,
i = 1, 2•... , p : j = 1, 2, ... , p.
Proof: Since the set Q contains m vectors, we need only show that these vectors are
linearly independent to establish that the set Q is a basis. We do this as follows. Consider
the expression:
p m
I txjaj + I rJ.ibi = O.
j=l i=p+1
(4)
We know that since b., i = 1,2, ... , m constitute a basis. that we can represent any vector
a j in terms of the basis. In particular:
m
aj = I }'ijbi,
i= 1
j = 1,2, ... ,po (5)
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Substituting (5) into (4) we obtain:
p m m
L L :x/yijbi + L :xibi = O.
j~1 i~1 i~p+1
We may rewrite equation (6) as:
p ppm m
L L :XI/Ubi + L L :X/)'ijbi + L :xibi = O.
j=1 i=1 j=1 i~p+1 i~p+l
Rearranging equation (7) we have:
f [.f :X/YijJbi + . f [:Xi + .f o:// ijJbi = O.
1=1 ]=1 '~p+1 ]=1
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(6)
(7)
(8)
To prove linear independence, each of the coefficients of the b, in equation (8) must vanish,
t.e,
p
L :X/I'ij = 0,
i- 1
P
«. + L :X/)'ij = 0,
i> 1
i = 1,2, ... ,p
i = P + I, p + 2, ... , m.
(9)
(10)
Since by hypothesis det IIYiJ #- 0, if we let :Xj = 0, j = 1,2, ... , p, the coefficients (9) will
vanish. Similarly, if «, = 0, i = P + I, p + 2, ... , m the coefficients (10) will vanish, There-
fore, the set Q is a basis for Em.
The theorem we have proven above provides a sufficient condition for replacing several
vectors in the basis at a time in a "simplex-like" algorithm. However, the details of how
this might be done are far from simple, as we shall see. Previous studies of "simplex-like"
algorithms, which utilize simultaneous multiple vector replacement are given in Refs.
[8-10J for linear programming problems. Bittner and Juttler[8J consider a procedure
which requires the simplex solution of subproblems and does not appear desirable for
application to fixed charge problems. Paranjape[9J considers simple two variable replace-
ment. Likewise, Blocher[IOJ considers two variable replacement. In the present paper, we
would like to consider using p variable replacement where p ::2: 2, in order to avoid the
local optimum situation of the Denzler approach.
It is a straightforward but tedious mathematical exercise to develop "simplex-like"
transformation and criteria for vectors to leave the basis for the case of multiple variable
replacement. Blocher[lO] carried out the derivation for P = 2. He then tried to use the
new criteria and transformation formulae to develop a different simplex-like algorithm
for solving linear programming problems. He found that while the number of iterations
was substantially reduced, the time required to perform each iteration increased so much,
that the total time of solution was greater. This led him to a drastic simplification of the
method, which while embodying some aspects of two-vector insertion, was not a true
two-vector analogue of the ordinary adjacent extreme point simplex method. Details are
shown in Ref. [10].
Blocher's experience indicates that in the development of heuristics for the fixed charge
problem if we wish to use non-adjacent extreme point methods, we should probably use
very simple approaches. We have tried to do that in this paper, with gratifying results.
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III. DESCRIPTION OF THE HEURISTIC METHOD
The method devised to obtain an approximate solution can be conveniently divided into
five parts for descriptive purposes. They consist of the following:
(1) Obtain a basic feasible solution to Ax = b, x 2: O.
(2) Employ a one-vector exchange to reach a local optimum.
(3) Employ a two-vector exchange to achieve an improved value of z and return to Step 2.
Otherwise, proceed to Step 4.
(4) Employ a three-vector exchange to achieve an improved value of z and return to Step 2.
Otherwise proceed to Step 5.
(5) Insert each non-basic vector into basis regardless of objective function and return to
Step 3. Terminate when all non-basic vectors have been tried.
We now discuss each of the steps described above in more detail.
Step 1 is fairly straightforward. Any phase I method using an artificial basis is employed
to obtain a basic feasible solution XES. No attempt is made to find an optimal solution
involving the linear term of the objective function.
In Step 2 we attempt a simplex like process of inserting one vector at a time into the
basis in an attempt to improve the objective function. The vector to be inserted is chosen
by looking for a vector a, to enter the basis such that i, the value of the objective function
when b., the rth column of the basis is replaced by ak , is such that i < z. Further, we seek
the vector a, that yields the greatest descrease in the value of the objective function. Hence
we seek to:
( II)
where I N = {Jlaj is nonbasic}. Thej which results in the minimum in equation (II) is the
subscript k. Equation (11) is used because
(12)
This calculation is straightforward and in a majority of test cases reached a local minimum
which was also the global minimum.
In Step 3 a more complex procedure is employed in a number of ways. From JN' the set
of non-basic vectors we attempt to insert the first pair of vectors not in the basis, say a,
and a l . We do not employ a technique such as that of Paranjape[9] or Blocher[lO] in which
the two vectors to be removed are determined in a single calculation. Rather, we first
insert a, and remove by by the usual simplex rule and then after transformation of the
tableau we insert a, and remove b; If these changes resulted in a decrease in the objective
function, we attempt no further examination of two-vector insertion possibilities. We return
to Step 2 and repeat Step 2. If, on the other hand, the process did not result in a decrease
in the objective function, we attempt to insert the next pair of non-basic vectors. If, after
all possible combinations of two non-basic vectors have been tried, we still have not found
an exchange that results in a decrease in the objective function, we proceed to Step 4.
It should be realized that one cannot arbitrarily decide to insert two vectors into the
basis as is attempted in Step 3. The theorem proven above indicated that a sufficient
condition for replacement is that
The fixed charge problem-I
ItYrkYrl1 # 0,
YskYsl
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where the appropriate Yij are simply the coefficients in the representation of a, and a/ and
in terms of the basis vectors hi' i.e.
m
a, = L: Yikbi
i~ 1
m
at = L: Yilbi'
i~ 1
(13)
What one finds in practice is that it sometimes occurs that some pair ab at cannot be in the
basis simultaneously along with the remaining b.. This is evident when after inserting a,
and then deciding to insert a., the vector to be removed is determined by the simplex rule
to be ak . What this means is that the combination of basis vectors we are attempting does
not constitute a feasible basis.
In Step 4 we attempt to do the same as in Step 3 except that a three-vector exchange is
attempted. Again, if we find one, we immediately return to Step 2. Otherwise we proceed
to Step 5.
In Step 5 we insert the first non-basic vector into the basis without reference to improve-
ment of the objective function. We then proceed to the two-vector insertion process of
Step 3. The next time we arrive at Step 5, we insert the second non-basic vector and again
return to Step 3. This process is continued until, in Step 5, all non-basic vectors have been
inserted, at which time the algorithm terminates.
IV. COMPUTATIONAL TEST OF THE HEURISTIC METHOD
One of the difficulties that must be faced in testing any heuristic method is that the
optimal solution to the problem whose solution is being attempted, must be known.
Cooper and Drebes[2J in connection with their study, generated 290 (5 x 10) problems
with uniformly random coefficient values with the following properties:
(1) lai) ~ 20,
(2) I ~ cj ~ 20 j = 1,2, ,n,
(3) I ~ IIj ~ 999 j = I, 2 , n,
(4) Density of matrix A is 50 per cent.
The optimal solutions were determined by enumeration of all basic solutions.
In order to generate larger problems, matrices A were created as follows:
A= (14)
o 0 A p
where the Ai are 5 x 10 matrices. The matrix A given by equation (14) will be of order
(5p x lOp) and the solution to the corresponding fixed charge problem will be known.
The problems are not listed in Ref. [2J but they are listed in Steinberg[5J, although there are
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a few errors in the listing. These problems were also used in the present study to evaluate
the method described in the previous section.
The results of the computation which was performed on a CDC CYBER 72 can be
summarized as follows.
Problem size
5 x 10
10 x 20
15 x 30
No. of problems
288
143
96
No. of optimal solutions
285
139
90
Average solution time
per problem (sec)
0·196
1·765
37·025
For the 5 x 10 problems, for the three problems that were not optimal, the differences
in the objective function value were 4·78,3·60 and 9·05 per cent. For the 10 x 20 problems,
for the four problems that were not optimal, the differences in the objective function value
were 1·74,0·01, 2·72 and 3-96 per cent. For the 15 x 30 problems, for the six problems
that were not optimal, the differences in the objective function value were 0·84,3·21, 1·21,
0·01. 0·97 and 2-45 per cent.
A most important finding of these computational results is that the majority of the
problems have been solved by the single vector exchange process (Step 2). For example,
for the 15 x 30 problems, of the 90 problems solved successfully, 59 problems or 66 per cent
never needed to go beyond Step 2. Furthermore, 23 problems or 26 per cent required only
the two-vector exchange process of Step 3. The remainder of the problems required Steps
4 or 5 or both.
V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The computational results of this paper are at least as good or better than previous
methods and seem to be faster and more effective than previously published results. Hence
this algorithm is useful in its own right as a rapid approximate method for solving fixed-
charge problems. However, this work was undertaken as the first step in the development
of an exact method which would use this approximate method as a first calculation, which
in most cases would be all that is required. As a consequence, we require a test for recogniz-
ing the existence of an optimal solution. Closely connected with this would be the necessity
for a procedure to follow in the few cases where a suboptimal solution has been obtained.
These rather difficult matters will hopefully be the subject of the second part of this study.
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